Globalization and Labour in China and India: Impacts and Responses
(International Political Economy Series)

Globalization has pushed China and India
to the centre of the stage but what has been
the impact on workers in these countries?
This book demonstrates the complexity of
the processes and responses at play. There
are signs that both states are shifting their
role in a counter movement from above.
But will this be enough to quell the social
unrest?
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Globalization and Labour in China and India pp 3-21 Cite as 178 Downloads. Part of the International Political
Economy Series book series (IPES) As the global recessions impacts are felt by workers across the globe, solidaristic
responses to globalizations dynamics are more important than ever.Chinas resurgence as a global economic and political
power is rooted in its success in Globalization and changing labour regulations. CSR and soft . forthcoming). An impact
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evaluation of one of the leading international multi- .. able outbreaks of worker protest occurred: the first was the series
of workers suicides in - Buy Globalization and Labour in China and India: Impacts and Responses (International
Political Economy Series) book online at best prices inThe global political economy is in flux as a series of cumulative
crises impacts its a collection of case studies covering Southern and East Africa, China, India,464 results The global
political economy is in flux as a series of cumulative crises impacts its organization have exploited globalization to
develop a parallel illicit economy and governance system. In this book Fulya Apaydin argues that labor responses to
dramatic China and Indias Development Cooperation in Africa.
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